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Demand Driven  
Manufacturing! 
Digital technology for an evolved Supply Chain

Dear reader, 
Welcome to the third issue of this Magazine!

More than a year has passed since the outbreak of Covid-19 and we are still facing a global 
situation characterized by great uncertainty. Manufacturing companies have had to cope with 
the variability and volatility of demand by increasing the responsiveness of the entire supply 
chain according to constant changes. 
Modern supply chains are becoming increasingly global, with a focus on waste reduction and 
production and distribution center management determined by actual final demand. 
This has triggered a profound reformulation of business models and market approaches.
With the launch of the Demand Driven Manufacturing suite, sedApta allows its customers to 
gain a real competitive advantage with the possibility to integrate production activities within 
factories with the rest of the extended supply chain, bridging the gap between centralized 
planning and execution, enabling real-time information sharing, contextualized plans and 
alerts, and real-time adaptability to unexpected events... all just a "click" away. 

The birth of NextChain, a new company within sedApta Group that can count on a team of 
more than 30 consultants specialized in supply chain execution solutions (warehouse and 
transport management), is positioned in this context. This further piece allows extending 
the convergence between the world of supply chain execution, factory optimization, and 
integration with centralized planning systems even further. 

On January 22, 2021 we announced the strategic partnership with Elisa, a leading Finnish 
company in the telecommunications and digital services sector, which has also become a 
shareholder of the Group. The entry of Elisa is enabling our company to deal with the evolution 
of our products related to issues regarding Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in a 
structured manner (Elisa can count on more than 400 data scientists!).
But that’s not all: indeed, sedApta has announced the opening of a new office in the UK. 
The inauguration of the new branch in the heart of London is consistent with the Group’s 
internationalization strategy and its enhanced presence on the global market.
Enjoy the Magazine,

ENZO GIORI
sedApta Group President
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ABOUT US

TALENT & TEAM

Where do you work? 
I work at the sedApta office in Giessen, Germany.

What do you do? 
I deal with the technical delivery for MOM (Factory Scheduling) and Sales & Operations 
Planning products (Resource & Supply Planning and Inventory Management) for the 
automotive industry. 

Where do you work?
I work in the sedApta-osys office in Lyon, France.

What do you do?
I have been the Sales Manager for MOM (Manufacturing Operations Management 
activities in France since January 2021. I manage the sales and presales team composed of 
five people. At the same time, I am also the sales manager of MOM solutions for the  
South-East of France.

What do you like about your job?
As salesman or sales manager, I never know what is going to happen throughout the day. I 
may receive a call from a company about an RFP or a call from one of our customers who 
needs support to implement additional functionalities. My job also allows me to visit plants 
and I really like discovering new industrial processes and technologies.

What are your personal interests? 
I love tennis and I used to participate in various competitions before I had two children, 
who are now 4 and 5. I am also a “bon vivant,” which means I enjoy French wine and 
cuisine.

LAURA BARBOSA 
Supply Chain Planning Specialist 
sedApta Germany

ERWAN  
LETOLGUENEC 
Sales Manager MOM  
sedApta-osys

www.sedapta.com/fr

We all have something in common at sedApta: at the end 
of the day, we love and are satisfied with what we do, 
because whatever our role is, we know we are making a 
difference. For all of us, the customer always comes first: 
we face new technological challenges in order to propose 
products that are always in step with innovations; we 
analyze specific production processes in order to identify 
and implement the optimal solution, providing high-

level technical support to stay close to our customers 
throughout the entire process. We are fortunate to work 
in an international company, which allows us to work with 
different cultures and points of view, but above all gives us 
the chance to build a cohesive group with a positive impact 
for the company and for our customers, together.
Let's hear from a few colleagues and learn how they each 
make a difference in their individual role!

Interviews
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www.sedapta.com

www.sedapta.com

Where do you work?
I work at the sedApta office in Via Dino Col, Genoa. 

What do you do?
I work in Research & Development. I am a Product Owner of application solutions in the 
field of demand planning (Sales Analysis and Sales Collaboration). 

What do you like about your job?
The satisfaction of seeing the results of our work realized in software. Knowing that our 
skills, the ability to reason, discuss in groups and those applied to training new colleagues 
come to fruition in real products used by large companies.

What are your personal interests?
I adore my family and my closest friends, with whom I spend most of my free time, 
especially enjoying dinners with friends or walks and outdoor excursions. Among my 
individual interests, reading is definitely at the top. I enjoy travelling and (Covid permitting) 
every free moment is dedicated to exploring the wild coasts of the Mediterranean by kayak.

What do you like about your job? 
I like the close contact we have with customers and the opportunity to meet their 
needs. I also enjoy understanding their business and the way they work. Proposing and 
implementing a new solution and seeing how it affects and improves their daily operations 
is truly rewarding.

What are your personal interests? 
I love travelling and I really enjoy spending time with my family, friends, and my dog. I also 
like playing board games in my free time.

Where do you work? 
I work at the Competence Center in the sedApta office in Savona, Italy.

What do you do?
As Technical Leader for the Demand and Inventory Management area, I follow project 
activities directly at customer’s premises or provide support via the partner network.
I also collaborate in presales activities for both demos and prototype definition.

What do you like about your job?
The most stimulating aspect of my job is definitely linked to its dynamism. Interacting with 
customers, people and different realities translates into a new challenge every time and 
many opportunities to expand my skill set.

What are your personal interests?
I love travelling around the world and exploring and learning about other countries, cultures 
and new people.

ILARIA NUNZIANTE 
Product Owner 
sedApta Group

ALESSIO CIARLO 
Technical Leader 
sedApta Group

www.sedapta.com/de
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Driven by 
Innovation.

Technological and functional Innovation. At sedApta we have put this period to good 
use, transforming choices, partnerships, the evolution of products and the creation 
of new companies into an advantage for our customers.

The recent situation we have been facing has brought a new 
market panorama characterized by great uncertainty. The 
variability and volatility of demand have forced companies 
to focus on the supply chain, readjusting it to the changes 
by leveraging those aspects that can be controlled. 
All of this triggers a profound reformulation of business 
models and market approaches, in which supply chain 
processes and production must move from a reactive 
approach to a proactive, predictive and orchestrated 
approach.

This has become an essential condition for the production 
world, moving from the simple reaction to market stimuli 
to their anticipation, with a greater integration of processes 
and collaborations between the players of the processes 
themselves, up to finally reaching the orchestration of 
the entire supply chain with the support of Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning techniques.
At the industrial level, we are increasingly moving towards 
the “smart factory” concept involving the entire production 
process, its efficiency and productivity.

Becoming agile means organizing a company to be able to 
intercept the variations in demand over time and increase 
the responsiveness of the entire extended supply chain. 
As a result, software applications must evolve from a 
departmental and fragmented approach towards process 
integration, the collaboration between the players within 
those same processes, and their rationalization and 
optimization through orchestration. 

Technological and functional innovation: these are the 
keywords that have motivated and stimulated us this last 
year, which has seen us face new challenges; we have put 
this period to good use at sedApta by turning the choices, 
partnerships, product evolution and the creation of new 
companies to the advantage of our customers.

PLATFORM EVOLUTION
We have completed the transition to the Cloud with the 
2021 version. sedApta Cloud is an MSaaS offer which has 
arisen from 30 years of sedApta product evolution.
The algorithmic and heuristic power of our products is now 
enhanced by the flexibility of technological innovation.

The new platform allows our customers to create simulative 
scenarios, planning and evaluating the impacts on the 
current process and on others with the ease of a click.
Supported by Microsoft Azure, sedApta Cloud makes our  
applications available with the flexibility of the Cloud. The 
completely scalable platform is designed for both SMEs 
and large industrial corporations, making the sedApta offer 
a comprehensive service.
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a way of making applications 
available over the Internet. 
Instead of purchasing, installing and maintaining software 
and hardware, they only need to be accessed from the 
Internet.
Indeed, SaaS customers can entirely eliminate complex 
management: access to the applications is simple because 
it only needs an Internet connection.
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The sedApta Suite has always been designed and developed 
to be a set of integrated and orchestrated modules aimed 
at optimizing the processes along the entire supply chain 
for Sales&Operations Planning (S&OP), Sales&Operations 
Execution (S&OE) and Manufacturing Operations 
Management (MOM). With respect to the competition, 
our differentiating elements are the concepts of "Processes 
Orchestration" and "Simulative Control Tower" (SCT).

sedApta’s Simulative Control Tower is an essential tool for 
improving supply chain visibility and responsiveness.
The two innovative features of our solution are:

• integration with business processes in both monitoring 
activities and for the analysis and implementation of 
decision-making processes; 

• adoption of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 
techniques for the automatic analysis of data and 
processes to support stakeholder decisions delivered 
through the virtual manager Elisa.

Through a virtuous cycle, the tool increases global visibility 
over the entire process and its simulative approach allows 
comparing different scenarios, analyzing and quantifying 
the resulting impacts, making the decisional support 
possible, effective and fast (simulation and response).
Along with the well-established concept of processes 
orchestration, sedApta’s Simulative Control Tower 
enables structured process collaboration between people, 
activities and tools across the extended supply chain in 
real time, including collaboration with suppliers, logistics, 
outsourced manufacturers and customers, all supported 

by contextual information and online discussions.
The sedApta approach enables the synchronization 
and coordination of all the stakeholders in the process, 
transferring the right information at the right time to the 
right role, to efficiently conduct a specific process activity 
and simultaneously align S&OP - S&OE & MOM. 

Thanks to the strategic partnership with Elisa, a leading 
Finnish company in the field of digital services, Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms, today 
sedApta is able to help industry players identify, predict 
and prevent process inefficiencies by transforming data 
into actionable information. 

The orchestrated processes of sedApta are enriched by the 
presence of a new digital professional figure: the virtual 
manager Elisa. It is a software agent that models a virtual 
manager who can be proactively involved in decision-
making processes; it operates as an entry point for invoking 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning algorithms.
By exploiting a series of predefined KPIs and Machine 
Learning algorithms, this figure is able to independently 
analyze and understand the available data, quickly 
processing all the possible scenarios to identify the 
solutions with the lowest impact and return a subset of 
appropriately selected scenarios to the other players in the 
process.

Elisa's digital manager carries out her activity of exploration, 
analysis and modelling of data oriented to an always 
better understanding of processes through the basic 
characteristics of speed and self-learning, thereby freeing 
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other resources, providing pre-processed solutions within 
the orchestrated process in order to facilitate decision-
making phases and optimize costs.

For companies, all of this leads to processes improvement 
within the entire supply chain in terms of greater 
information efficacy and more timely corrective actions. 
Market studies have estimated that the application of 
these methodologies and tools can lead to a reduction in 
average inventory of over 20%, and a 5-10% increase in 
the use of production assets. 

In order to remain competitive within the current 
manufacturing landscape, companies must be able to 
better understand, analyze, manage and respond to 
demand variability in a timely manner. Only through 
advanced control tools (Control Tower) is it possible 
to provide decision makers with alerts, KPIs, reporting 
and details, enabling users to identify possible critical 
issues in business processes and receive corresponding 
notifications.

Cause-effect analyses and what-if simulations must allow 
decision-makers to take effective corrective actions 
and quickly respond to critical issues. All of this must 
be ensured by access to information and timely data 
processing within an orchestrated process, so as to ensure 
structured collaboration between different actors and 
decision-makers.

Orchestrated process, Analytics bricks, Control Tower and 
Digital Twin, or in other words the possibility to simulate 
different potential options in advance, form the sedApta 
platform and allow the coordination and synchronization 
of all the stakeholders involved, providing them the 
information necessary to conduct a specific process 
activity efficiently and accurately. 
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NEW BUSINESS REALITIES
As mentioned, new consumption patterns have been 
developed in recent times, directly involving the logistics 
sector in particular. Demand variability, reduced sales time, 
delivery tracking and integration within the Supply Chain 
have boosted Extended Warehouse Management (EWM) 
and Transportation Management (TM) aspects, further 
refining the Extended Supply Chain concept.
The answer to these needs is embedded in NextChain, the 
start-up that allows expanding Supply Chain Execution 
projects, including the aspects of Warehouse and Logistics 
Management, through specific experiences in various 
industrial sectors. 
Today there is talk of Next Generation Supply Chain, a 
scenario in which the Evolved Management processes 
of the Logistics and Transport Chain are facing real 
revolutions.
From e-commerce dynamics, which reduce the execution 
times of distribution logistics and require complete 
traceability of the order fulfillment phases, to the logistics 
supporting production processes, constantly reducing 
procurement times to respond to the rhythms of an 
increasingly variable demand.
The innovative strength of NextChain comes from in-
depth knowledge of the evolved Supply Chain processes 
thanks to the experience of the key people of the initiative 
who have been successfully working for more than 20 
years with highly loyal direct customers, allowing to 
translate the enormous potential given by the frontier of 
new technologies into innovative solutions.
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The Campari Group is one of the major players at the 
global level in the spirits industry, with a portfolio of over 
50 brands characterised by their global, regional and 
local priorities. The global priority brands include: Aperol, 
Appleton, Estate, Campari, SKYY, Wild Turkey and Grand 
Marnier.

Campari was established in 1860 in Milan, when Gaspare 
Campari created the famous red aperitif with a medium 
alcohol content. Starting from 1888, an expansion policy 
was already being developed and implemented, alongside 
a winning marketing strategy. Already in the 1960s, 
the Group’s distribution power had reached more than 
80 countries. In the second half of the 1990s, Campari 
began not only its organic growth but also broadened its 
external lines, shifting from a mono-brand company to 
an enterprise with a solid portfolio of brands capable of 
expanding internationally.
Today it is the sixth-largest player worldwide in the premium 
spirits industry. It has a global distribution network that 
reaches more than 190 countries worldwide, with leading 
positions in Europe and the Americas.

The Group’s strategy aims to combine its organic growth 
through strong brand building with an external growth 
through targeted acquisitions of brands and businesses. 
The Group’s core business is spirits on which its acquisitions 
are focused.
Headquartered in Sesto San Giovanni, Italy, the Campari 

Group has 22 plants worldwide and its own distribution 
network in 22 countries. The Group employs approximately 
4,000 people.

ANALYSIS
With a view to expanding production following a number 
of new acquisitions, Campari decided to automate the 
monitoring process of its production lines in the Group’s 
main plant. The high level of automation of the new 
Crodino bottling line in Novi Ligure has created the ideal 
conditions for the implementation of  a “Manufacturing 
Performance Monitoring” solution integrated with the 
management systems.

The project is a model for subsequent applications both on 
the other lines of the same plant, and at the main Italian and 
foreign production sites of the Group, so as to represent a 
standard for monitoring the Campari bottling processes.

From a technical point of view, it was therefore necessary 
to interface with recently developed machinery from 
different suppliers (leaders in the sector) and provide the 
versatility to also integrate machinery that is not necessarily 
of the latest generation.

Furthermore, given the evolution of in-house management 
processes, the ability to adapt to future solutions in the 
area of traceability within the Campari’s evolutionary Road 
Map was anticipated from the early stages of analysis.

CASE STUDY

CAMPARI

COMPANY
CAMPARI GROUP

SIZE  
22 MARKETS

22 PRODUCTION PLANTS 
4.000 EMPLOYEES

SECTOR
FOOD & BEVERAGE

TURNOVER 
€ 1.772 MILLION (2020)

SEDAPTA MODULES
SHOP FLOOR MONITOR

SUITE O.S.A. - ANALYTICS
COMMUNICATION MANAGER
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Particular attention was given to the formalisation 
and development of process indicators (KPIs), defined 
according to industry DIN standards (8782, 8783, 8743) 
which constitute the main specifications for monitoring 
reports.

Also from an IT architecture perspective, the solution was 
designed to be easily implemented in the main plants of 
the Group while respecting Campari’s Security constraints 
by using a “hybrid” cloud solution based on Azure “Paas” 
services.
Last but not least, the integration between the Campari 
Ticketing systems and the sedApta system was developed 
in order to have a single Point of Contact in the event of 
system failures.

SOLUTION
The project involved the implementation of the following 
sedApta application modules:
» Shop Floor Monitor
» Suite O.S.A. - Analytics
» Communication Manager.

In the current roll-out phase, this solution models the line 
as a set of individually monitored machines, of which the 
filling block determines the overall plant performance. The 
production progress system automatically acquires two 
categories of information from the machines:
» Machine status, quantities produced, random rejects, 

downtimes and causes
» Significant process variables.

For the machines certified according to Industry 4.0, 
a bidirectional flow of information exchange with the 
management system was also implemented, as required by 
the certification.
The information collected is displayed in real time directly 
on the PCs on the line through performance indicators that 
show, both at line and individual machine level, line OEE, 
Equipment Efficiency, Quality Index, Pareto diagram of 
downtimes and quantities produced in the shift.

Thanks to the complete integration between the data 
collected from the field and the reporting tools, the 
sedApta solution has implemented all the KPIs required by 
the customer, providing a set of reports focused on:
» line performance monitoring
» quality control relating to incoming materials (bottles) 

and rejects generated during the process
» control of the main process variables, especially for 

Pasteurisers, Mixers, and CIP.

BENEFITS
From the very first start-up phases, the solution immediately 
highlighted the main benefits that an automatic monitoring 
system can bring, in particular:
» Timely control of the main inefficiencies due to machine 

downtimes, with immediate indication,  through the 
Pareto diagrams, of the incidence of the different types 
of downtimes 

» Control of the defects of the input materials (bottles) 
through the Pareto diagrams of defects found by EBI and 
their correlation with the suppliers' batches used

» Control of the main process parameters (e.g. CIP) with 
the indication of the correct process outcome acquired 
by the machines even when unattended

» Accurate declaration of the produced quantities through 
a step by step control of the generated rejects as the 
product passes from one machine to another (conveyor 
belts)

» Accurate management of the Setup time for the 
calculation of the line OEE through setup matrices 
implemented in the system.
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Since 1918, the daily mission of Fiorentini Alimentari 
S.p.A. has been to satisfy the need for well-being through 
taste. Established in Turin from a speciality food and 
ethnic products shop, today it is the main producer of 
bread substitutes and snacks based on grains, legumes 
and vegetables. Fiorentini has transformed niche products 
inspired by macrobiotics into consumer products accessible 
to all those who are attentive to their diets, combining 
taste, health and lightness.

Fiorentini production began in 2002. It is centred on bread 
substitutes with attention to every relative facet thereof, 
from gluten-free to vegan and organic; simple products 
with a high level of quality and strong health value. Again 
in 2002, Fiorentini was the first to produce corn cakes in 
Europe, one of the greatest successes in the company’s 
history.
 
The new cutting-edge production centre for automation 
and 4.0 technology has been operational since 2020, 
where certified organic raw materials of predominantly 
Italian origin are transformed into a range of over 200 
products.
Today Fiorentini is one of the main European leaders for 
quality and production and is present in 55 countries 
around the world. Its mission is to make healthy and organic 
products which are good, appetising and affordable for 
everyone.

ANALYSIS
In 2002 Fiorentini Alimentari acquired the production 
company Birko Srl and thus became a commercial and 
logistics company, a sort of wholesaler that distributes 
various food products: from “Fiorentini” proprietary brand 
products to Private brand products for major large-scale 
distribution and discount chains, private labels for foreign 
chains and finally “ethnic” products such as couscous, soy 
sauce, Chinese and North African products.

Fiorentini was looking for a global solution consisting of 
a single flow involving both companies, Fiorentini and 
Birko. The project arose precisely at the same time that 
the activities of Fiorentini and Birko were moved to a new 
plant characterised by a high degree of automation.

This new plant required a new factory information system 
capable of making the planning systems and control 
systems of the industrial process communicate.

Assuming a transfer time of no less than one year, it 
was therefore necessary for the new system to be set 
up to manage both the activities of the plant being 
decommissioned (in the total absence of automation), 
and the activities of the new plant (at the forefront from a 
technological point of view) while envisaging a transitional 
phase where the decommissioned plant and the future one 
were managed at the same time.

CASE STUDY

FIORENTINI ALIMENTARI

COMPANY
FIORENTINI ALIMENTARI SPA

SIZE  
27.000 SQM OF OFFICES,  
SERVICES, WAREHOUSES
+ 250 EMPLOYEES AND  

COLLABORATORS

SECTOR
FOOD & BEVERAGE

TURNOVER 
€ 87.29 MILLION (2019)

SEDAPTA MODULES
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

ORDER PROMISING
FACTORY SCHEDULING
SHOP FLOOR MONITOR 

SMART ASSET MANAGEMENT
SUITE O.S.A.
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SOLUTION
The project involved the implementation of the following 
sedApta application modules:
» Inventory Management
» Order Promising
» Factory Scheduling
» Shop Floor Monitor and Communication Manager (for 

connection to the field)
» Smart Asset Management
» Suite O.S.A. (Orchestrator, Analytics, Skillaware).

Primary targets to be achieved were:
» Integrate tactical planning and executive management 

through the process orchestration
» Integrate the planning of Brand and private label 

products
» Coordinate a very strong order management dynamics 

(daily)
» Model agile management of departmental declarations
» Integrate all logistics management, including the 

automated warehouse and the automated guided 
vehicles (AGV)

» Manage the complete traceability of materials along all 
phases of the production process

» Manage breakdown and preventive maintenance.

BENEFITS
At the end of the project, which took place over two years, 
Fiorentini obtained the following benefits:
» Harmonisation of manageable processes through 

advanced integrated systems that allow for simplified 
control and analysis

» Logistics integrated with operational phases of organic 
planning aimed at maximising productivity

» Factory information system capable of allowing planning 
and scheduling systems to communicate as well as the 
control equipment of the industrial process

» Planning and scheduling of production lines with a high 
degree of efficiency thanks to the reduction of time and 
waste

» Management and collection of production data of the 
new Trofarello plant with a high degree of automation

» Call management of consumables needed for daily 
productions at the involved line

» Management of the quality controls carried out by 
the production operators at the line in an integrated 
environment

» Precise and real management of warehouses and stocks 
such as to always have the situation under control, 
including the stock at the involved line

» Scheduling of picking bays to plan the activities of order 
preparation for courier collection

» Complete traceability management
» Creation of an analysis and reporting environment that 

combines the cost data deriving from production, as well 
as other data and parameters present in the company 
and that support the pricing activities.
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Marcegaglia is the leading Italian industrial group in the 
transformation of steel. With 6.2 million tons of steel 
processed every year, the group operates worldwide with 
6,600 employees, 60 commercial units and 28 factories, 
serving over 15,000 customers.
Its leadership is the result of a long, solid and constant 
growth path, making Marcegaglia the largest independent 
global operator in the transformation of steel. Thanks to 
the unique characteristics of the production network, 
which allow the creation of synergies with customers, 
which become real partnerships in the integration between 
the supply chain and industrial processes, the Marcegaglia 
Group is the reference player in the steel industry with 
verticalisation in different industrial sectors.

Downstream of primary productions, Marcegaglia is 
present in the entire value chain in the steel industry, along 
both a horizontal and vertical axis, with unique strategic 
positioning. Marcegaglia is the main steel transformer 
equipped with a range of products ranging from carbon to 
stainless, from long to flat products, from commodity to 
speciality.
Thanks to its entrepreneurial history, the Group has created 
an integrated and widespread logistics network worldwide 
in order to ensure maximum timeliness, flexibility and 
punctuality in the delivery of products all over the world. 
In addition to the 28 factories, the Marcegaglia logistics 
network includes 11 hubs located in the most strategic 

production districts in Europe, two railway terminals and 
two port docks owned on the Mediterranean, forming an 
efficient distribution network to respond to requests from 
all over the world.

ANALYSIS
The project scope involved an extensive review and 
digitisation of Supply Chain processes in the Carbon Steel 
Division (division that transforms flat products (coils, strips 
and sheets) into carbon and pre-painted steel (PPGI) and 
carbon steel pipes; it processes a total of 4.6 million tons 
of steel per year, with a turnover of around 2.8 billion euros 
and is the first producer of welded pipes in Europe).
The production network for the production of pipes 
includes five factories (Gazoldo, Dusino, Lomagna, 
Casalmaggiore, Boltiere). The Plans area mainly concerns 
the Ravenna and Gazoldo plants.

CASE STUDY

MARCEGAGLIA

COMPANY
MARCEGAGLIA GROUP

SIZE  
28 PLANTS WORLDWIDE

6.600 EMPLOYEES

SECTOR
STEEL PROCESSING

TURNOVER 
€ 5,5 B (2019)

SEDAPTA MODULES  
DEMAND MANAGEMENT

RESOURCE&SUPPLY  
PLANNING 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
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We are completely rethinking the organisation of our supply 
chain with sedApta. It is not just a question of making 
plants evolve, but also of affecting the organisational 
models and cultural approaches of people in the company, 
starting with top management. We therefore need a new 
mental software, rather than physical, in order to really 
make a qualitative leap.

ANTONIO MARCEGAGLIA 
CHAIRMAN & CEO

As can be seen in the figure, the project involved the 
processes of:
» Demand Management: definition of commercial demand 

in the medium / long term
» S&OP: aggregate planning of sales requirements at finite 

capacity
» Inventory Management: definition of stock targets and 

production proposals for MTS (Make-to-Stock) products
» MPS: planning of production requirements at finite 

capacity in the medium term, dating customer orders 
and generation of material purchase proposals.

The main objectives of the initiative were:
» Improve the reliability of sales forecasts
» Sizing the production logistics system in the medium - 

long term, defining the production quotas at the product 
/ month family level

» Generate the Finite Capacity Production Plan in the 
medium term (MPS plan) according to the availability of 
resources, raw materials and the constraints set

» Configure cycles and BOMs for MTS and MTO (Make-
to-Order) products

» Generate and optimise medium-term production 
campaigns (7 - 8 months) according to demand, rotation 
constraints and minimum production levels set

» Date the sales orders
» Reduce inventory
» Optimisation of the process of assigning materials to 

Demand
» Generate the Raw Materials Purchase Plan in the 

medium term
» Integrate and extend the functions present in ERP SAP
» Standardise processes within the Marcegaglia Group, 

reducing manual activities.

SOLUTION
The project involved the implementation of the following 
sedApta application modules:
» Demand Management
» Resource&Supply Planning
» Inventory Management.

In the first design phase, the Demand Management 
solution was introduced for the definition of commercial 
demand through mathematical algorithms and advanced 
collaborative environments. The forecast thus validated 
allowed the subsequent implementation of the S&OP 
finite capacity validation process in the medium to long 
term, defining sales and production budgets consistent 
with the capacities and constraints set. The second phase, 
on the other hand, involved the implementation of the 
MPS solution - finite capacity planning in the medium / 
short term.

The introduction of the “sedApta Metal” verticalisation 
tools was of particular importance:

» Generation of diameter campaigns: through a 
mathematical optimisation algorithm, the system allows 
to define the ideal diameter campaigns on the individual 
tube mills according to the commercial demand, the 
setup matrices and the technological constraints set 
(minimum / maximum length of the campaigns, rotation 
indices , ...). The system determines the optimal solution 
to protect deliveries and minimise setup costs

» Configuration of cycles and lists: according to the 
characteristics of the demand, the technological 
constraints of the systems and the configuration rules 
set, the system allows the automatic creation of cycles 
and production lists

» Raw material verification: through a mathematical 
optimisation algorithm, the system determines the ideal 
distribution of materials on demand to reduce stocks 
and maximise on-time deliveries.

BENEFITS
The implemented system fully met the project requirements, 
allowing to quickly generate reliable production plans, 
optimising the use of materials with a consequent reduction 
in inventory value and improved customer service. The 
solution also enables the generation of what-if scenarios 
to react to numerous scenario changes. Plan generation 
and manual activity times have been reduced significantly.
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Founded by Paolo Bosi in 1954, Pibiplast S.p.A. has been 
producing primary plastic packaging for cosmetics and 
make-up, gaining renown for its vast range of standard 
products for skincare, make-up and tubes and its ability to 
develop custom products.
Pibiplast is synonymous with the design, production, 
decoration and sale of packaging containers and 
accessories in thermoplastic materials, including food grade 
plastics, and through its various divisions the company has 
always been the partner of choice of leading international 
cosmetics brands. Continuous improvement is an essential 
part of the history of Pibiplast, both in its technology as 
well as personal and professional growth. 

Thanks to an approach that focuses on customer  
satisfaction, the continuous pursuit of effective 
manufacturing process control systems, the fine-tuning 
of management processes and ongoing staff training, day 
after day Pibiplast moves closer to the concept of Total 
Quality. This path has allowed the company to improve 
both its standing and performance in recent years, 
promptly meeting the high quality standards demanded by 
the market. No small feat, given that the company remains 
wholeheartedly committed to its other core values: 
safeguarding the environment, safety and corporate social 
responsibility.

The Pibiplast Group has its headquarters in Correggio 
(Reggio Emilia), but makes strategic use of production 

plants in Robbiate (Lecco), Tortona (Alessandria) and 
Calenzano (Florence) to satisfy every requirement related 
to the production, assembly and decoration of containers 
for the cosmetics industry.
In the production plants of bottles and jars for skincare, 
packaging for make-up and tubes, the company is always 
at the forefront with innovative technologies and a keen 
eye on the Research & Development sector. Growing staff 
and turnover allow Pibiplast Group to think big with an eye 
always on the future, sustainability and innovation.

ANALYSIS
Around 2011, Pibiplast S.p.A. had to face the typical 
complexity in production planning in the plastic sector. In 
particular: 
» the presence of many resources
» the need to timely plan moulds and equipment
» the need to optimise setup times and batch sizes
» the high impact that the unavailability of a resource can 

have on the entire production chain, even if only for a 
short period.

SOLUTION
The project included a revision of the production planning 
processes through the implementation of the following 
sedApta application modules:
» Factory Scheduling
» Resource&Supply Planning.
The collaboration process, which began in 2011 and is still 

CASE STUDY

PIBIPLAST

COMPANY
PIBIPLAST

SIZE
340 EMPLOYEES

4 PRODUCTION SITES

SECTOR
PLASTIC MOULDING

TURNOVER 
€60.3 MILLION (2019)

SEDAPTA MODULES
FACTORY SCHEDULING

RESOURCE&SUPPLY PLANNING
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With Quin, we have developed a 
project to introduce a new planning 
management method in the company, 
initially focusing on a single plant. 
Once the activity was normalised and 
the benefits obtained were measured, 
the model was rolled out to the other 
production plants as well. 
The most striking result concerns the 
considerable reduction in the time 
required for planning and the ability 
to react to any changes. These results 
clearly benefit the process managers, 
the company and the end customer.

PAOLA PLICHERO 
CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT &  
SUSTAINABILITY

ongoing, has seen the constant evolution of improvement 
initiatives.

Phase 1
In particular, the first phase concerned Factory Scheduling, 
with:
» introduction of a new flexible and efficient scheduling 

process
» roll-out to all Group plants. 

The primary objectives of this first phase were:
» Sales order dating: providing reliable and constantly 

updated delivery dates for the entire order portfolio
» Maintenance of an updated and optimised production 

plan: allowing the preparation of an optimised 
production plan and its constant updating according to 
variations deriving from changes in demand, products or 
production problems or the availability of materials

» Setup optimisation and productivity increase: obtaining 
an increase in productivity by optimising production 
sequences and minimising changeover times by 
guaranteeing delivery dates to customers.

Phase 2
The second phase, on the other hand, relates to Sales & 
Operation Planning, with:
» verification of the production feasibility of the budget 

plan
» identification of any bottleneck resources and the need 

to increase production capacity (increase in the number 
of shifts in some period of the year, purchase of new 
machinery, outsourcing of some activities, ...)

» indication to sales regarding which products to push or 

which changes to the production mix to make in order 
to exploit the production capacities of not fully loaded 
resources

» comparison during the year between budget value 
and actual values and modification of the projection 
of turnover at the end of the year based on the final 
balance.

BENEFITS
The main results obtained by the project can be summarized 
as follows:
» Reduction of setup times (-10-15%)
» Reduction of plan update times in case of changed 

conditions (-80%)
» Increase in the customer service level
» Reduction of the time spent in the production planning 

(- 10h / week).
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Renzo Frau founded Poltrona Frau in Turin in 1912. The 
company had already become a status symbol in the 
1930s. In 1926 it became the official supplier of the Italian 
royal family, the Savoys. Since then, it has furnished all 
the most famous buildings in the world. Since the 1960s, 
the Poltrona Frau headquarters in Tolentino – under the 
banner of research and innovation - has brought together 
highly specialised departments in a single production 
chain, committed to guaranteeing the highest standards 
of quality and process in the Residential, Contract and 
Interiors in Motion divisions, processing 340,000 square 
metres of “Pelle Frau” leather a year.

ANALYSIS
Poltrona Frau has introduced a MES system for production 
management in the Interiors In Motion division (IIM - 
specialised in the outfitting of cars, trains, aircraft, yachts) 
with the aim of streamlining and improving the execution 
of controls at the production lines by monitoring the 
production rate and work cycles. The high quality level 
required by customers and the mainly manual processing 
require a high level of professionalism from the operators 
simultaneously with their constant and immediate 
updating on the process and on any critical points in the 
same. For these reasons, Poltrona Frau wanted to place 
particular emphasis on the real-time distribution along 
the lines of the documents “Processing and Control 
Instructions”, “Control Plans” and “One Point Lessons” in 
order to implement a constant “on the job training” process 

aligned with the real flow of production. Poltrona Frau has 
adopted the concepts of “Lean manufacturing” for covering 
operations that require particularly important processing 
times, implementing real-time monitoring of the “Takt 
Time” production set for each model. The control of the 
cycle time and any production delays are directly indicated 
to the operator through indicators updated in real time 
directly on the workstation, while at the department level 
dedicated “Andon” boards are displayed per centre.
The project was developed starting from the “Ferrari 
Cabinetry” Pilot line for the production of fittings for 
the Ferrari F164 model. Subsequently, the solution was 
extended to the entire production of the IIM division, 
covering further Ferrari, Land Rover, McLaren and Avio 
models, and also including the production of dashboards 
and panels containing airbags (“Bag” components).

SOLUTION
The project involved the implementation of the following 
sedApta application modules:
» Shop Floor Monitor
» Analytics.

The implemented solution integrated the typical functions 
of an MES with the needs of document distribution and 
production cadence control within a single portal.
All workstations allow to view the production documents 
updated directly on the basis of the part code being 

CASE STUDY

POLTRONA FRAU

COMPANY
POLTRONA FRAU

SIZE  
1 HEADQUARTERS AND  

PRODUCTION SITE
3 DIVISIONS: RESIDENTIAL,
CONTRACT, INTERIORS IN 

MOTION
620 EMPLOYEES

SECTOR
DESIGN FURNITURE

TURNOVER
€ 167,27 MILLION (2019)

SEDAPTA MODULES
SHOP FLOOR MONITOR

OSA - ANALYTICS
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processed and in particular a video documenting the main 
steps of the production process for coating is also displayed. 
These documents can be updated and distributed in real 
time thanks to the integration with the Poltrona Frau 
document filing system.

The control of production cadences, and in general the 
monitoring of cycle times, was carried out by directly 
integrating the operators’ shifts with the production 
activities and defining the duration of the production 
cadence and the production targets dynamically model by 
model, station by station.

At the machining centre level, Poltrona Frau has mounted 
screens on which “Andon” production updated in real time 
is projected for both the Takt Time and traditional lines, 
where the number of target cars of the day are defined 
model by model.

Particular attention was given to the control of the hours 
worked, directly integrating the operators’ shifts with the 
declaration and production progress activities. In fact, all 
the operators connect to the system using their company 
badge when they begin their shift.

Finally, to increase the efficiency of quality control in 
the declaration of defects and their location on the parts 
produced, a data entry system was used which is based on 
photographs of the products being processed and on the 
location of the defect found, directly indicating its position 
on the screen. This information is then used to calculate 
the percentage distribution of defects of   each finished 
product area by area.
Furthermore, thanks to the complete integration between 
the data collected from the field and the reporting tools, 
the sedApta solution has implemented the various KPIs 
and related reports needed by Poltrona Frau for efficient 
production management.

“OEE” plant efficiency, “OLE” workforce efficiency, 
Leather Yield and Scrap Control are the main KPIs used for 
department management and can be viewed in detail up to 
the production shift.
At the “shop floor” level, Poltrona Frau has implemented 
tools for controlling orders in production, with an indication 
of the quantities produced by model and processing centre.
Given the high quality level of production and the materials 
used, particular attention was dedicated to quality control 
reports, with a focus on both the problems physically 
encountered on each piece produced and the actual yield 
per batch of the hides used.

BENEFITS
The main benefits that Poltrona Frau IIM has obtained 
from are:
» Improvement of labour efficiency and reduction of 

process waste
» Standardisation of the production process thanks to the 

possibility of showing the specific process documents 
for the work in progress on site

» Reporting that allows to monitor the departments at a 
capillary level with detailed information not only about 
plants but above all about manpower

» Identification of the main waste within the production 
chain

» More accurate and real-time monitoring of process 
performance

» Reduction of Lead Time and WIP
» Visual monitoring, thanks to the introduction of “Andon” 

boards, of production progress and of any delays / 
advances with respect to the target.

Poltrona Frau IIM was awarded the LEANicon2020 
award from the AILM association (Italian Lean Managers 
Association), with the ‘’Workplace Organisation & MES 
project Implementation - Upholstering Department’’, 
thanks to the sedApta solution that allowed the 
implementation of  the new organisational processes. At 
European level, AILM is the largest association for those 
involved in continuous improvement projects.
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Steriline S.r.l. is an established European manufacturer 
highly specialised in the production of complete lines 
for the aseptic processing of injectable products that 
supplies pharmaceutical companies worldwide. Founded 
in 1989 in the Lake Como area (Italy), where it still has its 
headquarters and production sites, the Steriline brand now 
operates in more than 50 countries around the world.

DPCenter S.r.l. has been an important production site for 
the Steriline Group; from July 2019 it was acquired and 
integrated into the Group itself. In the current model, 
therefore, the Steriline and DPCenter plants represent 
two different production units that follow an identifiable 
process according to the Engineering to Order (ETO) model, 
even if all the processes implemented, such as product 
modularisation and standardisation, aim to increasingly 
push production towards a Make to Order / Assembly to 
Order model.

PROJECT
The following critical issues emerged during the As-Is 
analysis phase:
» Lack of information at the ERP system level (e.g., no 

MRP)
» Planning and manual production progress control 

managed through single MS Project 2007 files 
disconnected from the ERP base

» Purchase plans logically disconnected from the order
» Lack of dedicated reporting.

The following short, medium and long-term macro 
objectives were identified during the evaluation of the To-
Be phase:
Short term goals
» Generation of RDA (Purchase Request) and ODL 

(Production Orders) for components, to support the 
work, currently manual, which both planning and logistics 
areas carry out daily

» Requests for transfer (RDT) between plants for the 
Common Parties

» Generation of purchase material solicitation plans to 
suppliers based on the order links

» Logics of replenishment stocks for the Common Parts of 
the plants

» Management through Material Reservations.
Medium term goals
» Analysis of infinite capacity workloads for job order 

assembly plans with reporting highlighting use by type 
of resource and related activities

» Planning management of the internal departments 
common to the plants, such as workshop and carpentry, 
in buy logic

» Generation of a Lead Time work plan to be supplied to 
the workers on the assembly benches, according to the 
availability of the components, thus reducing delays and 
stops caused by the lack of WIP parts

» Finite capacity analysis of design criticalities with 
possible management of alternatives (designers) and 
evidence of plan criticality.

CASE STUDY

STERILINE

COMPANY
STERILINE

SIZE
HEADQUARTERS AND 
PRODUCTION SITES IN 

ITALY
OPERATING IN OVER 50 

COUNTRIES
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MANUFACTURER OF 

LINES FOR THE ASEPTIC 
PROCESSING OF  

INJECTABLE PRODUCTS

TURNOVER
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SEDAPTA MODULES
RESOURCE & SUPPLY PLANNING

ANALYTICS
VISION
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Long term goal
» Dating and control over time of the Customer order / 

Commercial proposal with respect to the promised dates 
depending on the existing production and purchase plan, 
any new productions and RDA to be issued, with the 
addition of the possibility of simulating the impact of a 
job order change on the production / purchase plan in 
place.

The process of developing and managing the needs of the 
individual machines is kept in line with the needs of the 
individual assembly stations through which each individual 
machine must pass.

SOLUTION
The solution involves the integration between an open 
source management system with SQL Server database and 
the following modules of the sedApta suite:
» Resource & Supply Planning
» Analytics (Reporting Framework)
» Vision

PHASE 1: infinite capacity, material replenishment and 
exploration of availability between plants

Creation of standard Lead Time Assembly Cycles
Initially, the cycles required to manage the replenishment 
of materials on the basis of their given data for the 
assembly department were not defined at ERP level. The 
project required that the ERP system provided information 
regarding the resource (the Assembly Station for Steriline) 
to which any component of the bill of material level in 
question belonged. The cycles defined in this way can 
now be associated with one or more ODLs using the 
DBManager application integrated in the sedApta suite.
Material Management
The project includes the material control of job orders 
to solicit delayed materials in order to comply with the 
assembly appointments for machines and lines, in addition 
to the verification of requirements and RDA emissions 
according to the evolution of the job order. Following the 
extension to two production units, a virtual warehouse of 
the Common Parts used by both plants had to be managed.
Piking Phase
The materials are called up at the appropriate time 
(assembly station management) in order to reduce the WIP 
in the plant. To this end, the allocation of inventories / 
purchase orders must be performed based on cycle times.
Management of common internal departments: Workshop 
and Carpentry
The Workshop, the first internal department common to 
both production sites, was considered as a supplier in the 
system, therefore the availability for the required semi-
finished products enters the system as a standard supply 
order. The semi-finished workshop is all understood as 
common parts for the plants. The Carpentry, the second 
common internal department, was instead mapped as a 

plant common to DPCenter and Steriline, whose material 
requirements can be covered by orders to the supplier or 
from semi-finished products made internally by Carpentry 
and managed as ODL. Downstream, appropriate loading 
and management logics of the transfers of requirements 
between plants were configured.
RDA Proposal Management
The joint planning and purchasing department allows 
material replenishment. The purchasing plan issued by the 
system is always maintained on the ERP system and is sent 
through an interface to the sedApta planning system.
RDT Proposals Management
Since many purchasing components are Common Parts 
(i.e., they can be in both production plants) a process was 
integrated to propose material transfers to the ERP system 
according to intra-plant availability.
Material Reservation Management
Material reservation management (logical material reserve, 
not physical at warehouse level) allows to reserve a 
quantity of a certain component for a specific application 
/ ODL.
This segregation can be performed on:
» Order to the supplier
» Free stock in the warehouse
» RDA proposals.

PHASE 2: finite capacity management of designers and 
assembly resources

Designers Load Management
In order to verify the capacity of designers resources, 
the design cycles, as shared during the analysis, must be 
introduced within the sedApta suite. Each design activity 
is identified by a single ODL whose configuration allows to 
manage both horizontal and vertical constraints. Designer 
planning will be developed with “as soon as possible” 
logic according to order criticality, aimed at saturating the 
resources themselves.
Machines Assembly Load Management
The validation of workloads for assembly machines on 
assembly lines will be held at a finite capacity with “later” 
logic in order to be as close as possible to the completion 
of the order within the established time frame.
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Verallia, third global producer of glass packaging for 
food and beverages, offers innovative, customised and 
environmentally-friendly solutions to more than 10,000 
customers around the world. In 2019, Verallia produced 
approximately 16 billion bottles and jars intended mainly 
for still and sparkling wines, spirits, food products, beers 
and non-alcoholic beverages.

Verallia’s operational model is based on the combination 
of the strength of its international network (industrial 
presence in 11 countries, 5 technical and 13 product 
development centres) and the proximity it maintains in its 
relations with customers through approximately 10,000 
employees. In 2019, Verallia achieved 2.6 billion euros in 
sales.

PROJECT
The origin of the sedApta solution for the hollow glass 
industry dates back to about twenty years ago, when the 
collaboration between the sedApta group and Verallia 
began in six plants in Italy. At that time Verallia belonged 
to the French multinational Saint-Gobain as the division 
for the production of glass containers, and in particular jars 
and bottles.

The initial project scope was then extended to other 
Regions (4 plants in Germany, 7 in France, 6 in Spain, 1 in 
Portugal and 1 in Ukraine).
In 2019, Verallia launched an SCM project to redesign 

Verallia’s Supply Chain Management processes with the 
following general objectives:
» Improve the quality of service provided to Verallia’s 

customers
» Apply the same planning methods at the level of S&OP 

(Sales and Operation Planning) and MPS (Master 
Production Schedule) to all Group companies while 
simultaneously improving demand quality 

» Optimise the MPS / Scheduling interaction and 
collaboration.

sedApta was chosen to provide its solutions to cover 
S&OP, MPS and SFS in an integrated way, in order to reach 
the SCM project objectives. 
LATAM will be included within the new SCM project in 
2020 involving 5 plants, therefore a total of 30 plants 
are managed, for 46 furnaces and 151 forming machines 
for all aspects of strategic and operational planning, and 
scheduling.

SOLUTION
The solution developed by sedApta for the process 
industry has been expanded to cover all the requirements 
of the Verallia SCM project.
Thus, this extended solution covers their three main 
planning processes: Sales and Operation Planning (S&OP), 
Master Production Schedule (MPS), which feeds the Shop 
Floor Scheduling (SFS) process.

CASE STUDY

VERALLIA

COMPANY
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Mapping between processes and sedApta solution
S&OP Process:
» Web Collaborative Sales for Demand Planning
» Integrated Inventory Management and Resource and 

Supply Planning for infinite and finite capacity planning 
MPS and SFS processes:
» Web Collaborative Sales for Demand Management
» Integrated Inventory Management and Resource and 

Supply Planning for infinite and finite capacity planning 
» Web Scheduling for SPS
Analytics for dynamic reporting for S&OP, MPS and SFS.

BENEFITS
Corporate:
» Increased level of service
» Reduced Inventory levels, and better inventory control
» Resource capacity optimisation
Process Management:
» Collaborative and consensus planning
» Increased simulation capabilities 
» Easy and quick generation of scenarios for What-If 

analysis
» Operation optimisation and synchronisation
» Faster decision process timeline
Technology:
» User friendly interfaces, customised according to 

Customer needs 
» High performance in editing data
» Use of dynamic data, always synchronised with the other 

company systems.

WHY SEDAPTA
» All the functions for creating and managing planning 

scenarios or production plan versions performed using 
extremely advanced and integrated user interfaces, 
allowing users complete control of production planning

» High flexibility in customising the user interface, 
”bookmarks” style. Customisation of calculation and 
optimisation functions at all levels of the planning and 
scheduling process

» All functionalities of best-of-breed tools at a fraction of 
the price. Completeness of functionalities for planning 
scenario simulation or creation and management of 
production plan versions, using an optimisation engine 
that allows the application of specific heuristics to each 
problem.

» Most innovative features:
» Web Collaborative Sales: brand new web based tool 

and UI’s to manage collaborative sales management
» Resource & Supply Planning: new Capacity Control 

Tower, a graphic interface to control and tune capacity 
across production lines and times

» Web Scheduling: Multi-Level Scheduling mechanism, 
to effectively schedule production orders within 
campaigns of product families.
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